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With the capitalist economic crisis deepening every day, workers in all 
corners of the globe are suffering an acute cost of living crisis. 

Instead of trying to address the people’s desperate needs, the rulers of the 
neo-Nazi imperialist alliance, especially the USA and Britain, are responding 

to the crisis with austerity and repression for the masses at home. 

At the same time, they are throwing huge resources into their rampant drive 
towards war, through which they aim to boost corporate profit-margins by 

dominating the world and supressing all resistance to their looting.

With this war drive threatening to engulf the world, the World Anti-Imperialist 
Platform is bringing its focus to Latin America, where an international 

antiwar conference and mass rally will be held in Caracas, home of the 
Bolivarian Revolution and one of the centres of Latin-American resistance to 

imperialist domination. 

On the same day, workers will be meeting and demonstrating all over the 
world, standing in solidarity with the forces of resistance in Latin America 

and elsewhere on the front lines of Nato’s wars. 

From Caracas to Paris, from Belgrade to Santiago, from London to Seoul,

WE DEMAND:

DISBAND NATO!
NO COOPERATION WITH 

IMPERIALIST WAR!

uS BASES OuT!
yANkEES GO HOME!
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